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Abstract - -For  some special and important dynamical systems--say, Hamiltonian, Liouville and 
contact--whose phase flows are structure-preserving diffeomorphisms, K. Feng [1-4] suggested that 
the step-transition perator of the corresponding umerical algorithms should preserve the structures 
of the original systems. For HamiltonJan systems: (1) a necessary and sufficient condition for Runge- 
Kutta schemes to be structure-preserving is known [5-6]; (2) all linear multi-step schemes are not 
structure-preserving, as shown by the author [7]. In this paper, the author shows that for Liouville 
and contact systems, all Runge-Kutta nd linear multi-step schemes are not structure-preserving 
(Theorems 1-4). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For an ordinary differential equation 
dZ 
d--i = f ( z ) ,  z RP, 
a compatible linear m-step difference scheme 
m m ( ) 
(1) 
(2) 
is completely characterized by the step-transition operator G : R p --+ R p satisfying 
k Z °tkGk = r flkf o G k, (3) 
k=O k=O 
where G k stands for k-time composition of G: GoG. . .oG.  Y. F. Tang established the following: 
THEOREM**. ([7], Lemma 1) If scheme (2) is of order s, then the corresponding step-transition 
operator G can be written as the following form: 
s+l Z[i] 
G(Z)  = Z T iy  + aZ[S+l]T'+l + O(T '+2) '  (4) 
i----.0 
OZ [M 7,[1] k = 1,2, and a is a constant (~ 0). 
OZ ~ ' " " " ' 
scheme for (1) is 
Tn 
Zbi f (g , ) ,  
i=l 
where Z[ °] = Z, Z [11 ---- f (Z ) ,  Z [k+l] - 
A compatible m-stage Runge-Kut ta  
~=Z+r 
(5) m 
K, = Z + T y~ aqf (K j ) ,  
j= l  
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DEFINITION 1. I f  
P Ofi _ O, (6) 
div f (Z )  = Z OZ----~ = 
where fi, Zi are the i th components o f f  and Z respectively, equation (1) is rewritten as 
dZ 
=/ (Z) ,  (7) 
div f (Z)  = O, 
then (1) is said to be a Liouville system or a source-free system. 
The phase flow gt, t E R of Liouville system (7) is  volume-preserving, i.e., det [ -~z  z ] -- 1 
(see [8]). 
DEFINITION 2. (see [3-4]) A numerical algorithm for (7) is volume-preserving if[ its step- 
transition operator G ~ : R p ~ R p satisfies 
[oar (z ) ]  
det [ ~ j  = 1 
for any f satisfying (6) and any sufficiently small stepsize r. 
DEFINITION 3. 
(8) 
I f  p -- 2n + 1, Z -- (U T, V T, W) T, U E R n, Y ~ R n, W ~ R 1, and (1) becomes 
dU 
- -  = -¢Pv  + UC~w, 
dt 
dV 
- -  =¢~u,  
dt (9) 
dW 
= ~ - UCu, 
dt 
¢ = ¢(v, v, w)  e R:, 
then (1) is said to be a contact system. 
The phase flow gt, t E R of contact system (9) preserves contact structure, i.e., 
UdV+dW=A(t ,Z ) (UdVWdW),  AER: ,  A~tO, 
where gt(Z) = -Z = (-U T ,V  w ,W)  T (see [8]). 
DEFINITION 4. (see [3-4]) A numerical algorithm for (9) is a contact algorithm iff its step- 
transition operator G r : R 2n+l --* R 2n+l satisfies 
ff]dV + dW = iz(r, Z)(UdV + dW), I~ e R:, p • O, (10) 
where Gr ( z )  = Z = (if]T, ~T, ~)T ,  for any smooth function • and any sufficiently small step- 
size r. In other words, a contact algorithm is an algorithm which preserves contact structure. 
K. Feng developed structure-preserving umerical methods for Liouville and contact systems 
(see [4]). We will show in the sequel that the traditional schemes--Runge-Kutta and linear 
multi-step methods--are not structure-preserving. 
2. RESULTS FOR L IOUVILLE  SYSTEMS 
THEOREM 1'. Any linear multi-step scheme of form (2) is not volume-preserving. 
PROOF. We let f (Z )  = ½ZTMZ, M T = M, trace M = 0. If(2) is of order s, then we have from 
Theorem** that the step-transition operator G ~ of (2) satisfies 
,+1 i Z[i] 
G'(Z)  -- Z r "5" + aZ['+:lr'+: + O(r'+~) $. 
i----0 
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s+l  AJi 
= ~r  -~-. Z + aM'+lv'+Xz+ O(r  '+2) 
i=0 
= erM Z + aM'+l r '+ lz  + 0(?-8+2). 
Let M = diag(rnl , . . . , rnp),  ml + ...  + rnp = 0, but rnl +1 +. . .  + rn~ +1 ¢ 0. We have 
det [ OG; (zZ) ] = det[erM + ar'+l M'+' + O(r'+2)] 
= det[I + ar'+lM'+le -rM + 0(7 '+2) ]  
= det[I + ar '+ lM '+1 + O(r'+2)] 
= 1 + ar'+l(m'l +1 +. . .  + m; +1) + O(r  '+2) 
# 1 (a # 0). 
REMARK. For linear case: f(Z) = ½ZTMZ, M T = M, traceM = 0, then a generalized multi- 
step scheme 
~"~ c~kZ2 = r~--~2f o "y2,Z, 72, = 1, k = 0 , . . . ,m (11) 
2----0 2----0 
with its step-transition operator G satisfying 
c~2G k = ~" ~ fl2f o 72tG I (12) 
2=0 k=0 1=0 
is the same as some one of form (2). 
So we deduce from the proof of Theorem 1 ~ that 
THEOREM 1. Any multi-step scheme of form (11) is not volume-preserving. 
THEOREM 2. Any Runge-Kutta scheme of form (5) is not volume-preserving. 
PROOF. We let f(Z) = 1ZTMZ, M T - M, traceM = 0, then (5) becomes 
Furthermore, 
m 
= Z+ rZb iMK i  , 
i=l 
m 
j= l  
Ki = I+  rtA 0MI Z, 
I=1 J (13) 
= I+ rt(bTAZ-le)M z Z. 
I=I J 
If (5) is of order s for system (7) with this f ,  then 
bT Al_le 1 I!' l = l , . . . ,s ,  
1 (14) 
bTA'~ ~ (s + 1)!' 
where A~ t) stands for the sum of the i rh row of matrix A t and e = (1 , . . . ,  1) T. So we obtain 
,+1 Mi 
= ~ vi-~. Z + pM'+lv'+IZ + 00 "'+2) 
i=0 
= erMZ + ~M'+l r '+ lz  + 0(7" '+2).  (15) 
We omit the remainder of the proof because it is completely similar to that of Theorem 1. 
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3. RESULTS FOR CONTACT SYSTEMS 
For contact system (9), Runge-Kutta scheme (5) becomes 
[7 = U + r E bi[-¢y( Ki) + K}I)~w( Ki)], 
i=1 
m 
i=1 
m 
~ = w + ~ b,[¢(g,)- g} l )¢~(g , ) l ,  
i=1 
i (}0= U + r E aiJ[-+Y(Ki) + K} t)oW(Kj)]' 
j= l  
m 
j=l 
n'L 
1('}3)-- - W + r E aq[*(Kj)- K}DCu(Kj)] .
j= l  
Let O(U, V, W) = ,~UV + #W, ,~, # E R t , then (9) becomes 
and (16) becomes 
Furthermore, 
dU 
dt = (t, - a )u,  
dV 
dt =&V, 
dW 
dt = ~W, 
= U + rEb i (#-  ~)K~ 1), 
i=1 
: v + ~ ~ b,~I~ ~), 
i----1 
m 
= w + r ~ b,.?), 
i=1 
K}I)= U + r ~ aq(# - )0K} 1), 
j= l  
I,n 
j= l  
m 
: w + r E a,,,K?). 
j= l  
K} 1) = 
K~ 2) = 
K~ 3) = 
1 + ~ r ' ( . -  ~)'A7 ) u, 
I=1 
1 + t ibiA 0 V, 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
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[ ] = I + y~ rI(p - A)t(bTAI- Ie) U, 
l=1 
~" = 1 + ~ raAl(bTA~-le) V, (19 continued) 
1=1 J 
= + rz#t(bTAt-le IV. 
I=1 J 
If (5) is of s-order accuracy for system (9) with this @, then (14) holds. 
From Theorem**, multi-step scheme (2) (with order s) has a completely similar case. They 
can be written as a common form: 
Ll=0 l! "f Krs+l(P -- A)s+l + O(rs+~) U, 
P = -TV + ~.+1~.+1 + o(~.+2) v. (20) 
LI=O 
W = ~ + ~r'+l/J '+1 + O(r '+2) W, 
LI=O 
where ~ E R 1, ~ ~ O. And we have 
Udg +dW = rz(P A)t + ~r '+ l (p -  A) "+1 +O(r  "+2) ~ + ~r'+lA '+1 
LI=O Li=O 
dW 
: [er°+'(/a-A) or /1;,rS+l(~ _ ~)s-[-1 + O(7.sac2)][er'+'A + t~r,+lA,+1 .{. O(r,+2)]UdV 
+ [er'+', + ~.+1~.+1 + O(~.+2)]dW 
= er"(UdV + dW) + ~r'+l{[(p - A)'+le r'+'~ + eT("-~)A'+I]UdV + p'+ldW} 
+ O(r '+2) 
= er#(UdV + dW) + ~r'+l{[(p - A) '+1 + A'+I]UdV + p'+ldW} + O(r  '+2) 
when (# - •)s+l "b )t s+l # #,+1, tWO schemes do not satisfy (10). So we obtain: 
THEOREM 31 . Any linear multi-step scheme of form (2) is not contact. 
THEOREM 4. Any Runge-Kutta scheme of form (5) is not contact. 
Similarly we have: 
THEOREM 3. Any  multi-step scheme of form (11) is not contact. 
(21) 
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